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IMPORTANT NOTICE
The purpose of this white paper is to present DONATIONCHAIN and DONC
(DonationChain Token) to potential token holders in connection with the proposed ICO.
The information set forth below may not be exhaustive and does not imply any
elements of a contractual relationship. Its sole purpose is to provide relevant and
reasonable information to potential token holders in order for them to determine
whether to undertake a thorough analysis of the company with the intent of acquiring
DONC. Nothing in this white paper shall be deemed to constitute a prospectus of any
sort or a solicitation for investment, nor does it in any way pertain to an offering or a
solicitation of an offer to buy any securities in any jurisdiction.
This document and information contained herein may not be sent and or
addressed wholly or in part, directly or indirectly, to any person in the United
States, New Zealand or the People’s Republic of China, or any other jurisdiction
in which it would be impermissible or restricted to offer, distribute, purchase,
sell or retain cryptography tokens.
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PROBLEM
Distance
In the present era, when we hear people affected by disasters especially different
countries, we are confused to donate some of our funds to help them. with
DONATIONCHAIN Smart Donation, you can channel your help wherever and
whenever using the DONC token safely and quickly.
Customer Services
With our customer service, we will always serve you for 24 hours, so whenever you
want to complain, ask and give input to us.
Ease of donating
With the DONATIONCHAIN Smart Donation, you can see the option to donate. in our
application, we will display a list of donations, both disaster issues, goals, total target
funds, etc. so with 1x clicks you have successfully donated your funds without being
complicated.
The purpose of fake donations
In our system later, anyone can submit a donation goal, with our system, we will always
mock the truth and the authenticity of the problem that is happening, if proven false, we
will immediately delete and refund the people who have donated their funds. so you will
no longer be afraid that your donation will not reach them.
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INTRODUCING DONATIONCHAIN
DONATIONCHAIN is a project platform that makes it easy for us to donate our funds to
those in need, both those affected by natural disasters, starvation, etc. using
cryptocurrency. With our project, all people in the world, especially the crypto world,
can donate some of their sustenance

FEATURES
Smart donation system
In our SMART DONATION SYSTEM (SDS) technology will be embedded which has
the advantage of speed and accuracy for donating. Our application will display a list of
donation destinations that automatically sort the most important ones and while
desperately need help. when the funds have been collected, our system automatically
closes and sends the funds to our team who are on location.
Secure payment
As a step to secure your funds, we use blockchain technology so users feel safe when
they want to donate.
Submit what you want to donate
Whoever you are, either 1 country, 1 city or 1 village with someone who is in a disaster,
you can submit a donation goal in our system
DONC Dividend
Every DONC Token holder in their wallet, every month you will get 5% of the total
DONC Tokens that you hold. example: you hold 1000 DONC in your competitor, every
month you will get 50 DONC
Detailed transaction info
We will always be transparent about the funds you donate, we will provide these details,
so you know where your funds are, what time, what date and what destination have you
reached.
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MARKETING MODEL

Referral Program
We will give a 10% reference bonus if your referral donates their funds to me
DONATIONCHAIN Token
The DonationChain Token being generated for the ICO will be tradable on any
exchange willing to list it, and certainly on existing decentralized Ethereum token
exchanges. Each holder of DonationChain Token is involved with the success of the
exchange, which will create a natural viral effect as more people buy, sell, or hold.
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DonationChain TOKEN
DonationChain is a fully audited Ethereum based ERC20 utility token that is used for
exchange fees on the DonationChain Exchange. As an ERC20 token, DonationChain
Token can be traded on DonationChain Exchange as well as any cryptocurrency
exchange supporting ERC20 based tokens.
Token Details


Name

:

DonationChain



Tickers

:

DONC



Decimals

:
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Smart Contract :

0xA1F1fC153936a3880412743d1b180fA65B63eEcE



Token Type

:

ERC-20



Supply

:

199,000,000 DONC

Token Allocation
%

Amount DONC

Participant

40%

79.600.000

ICO

20%

39.800.000

Core Team

10%

19.900.000

30%

59.700.000

Developers
Airdrop, bounty&
dividend

Funds Usage


Funds will used to development DonationChain platfrom and perform upgrades to
the system, which includes team recruiting and training.



Funds will used to marketing and branding DonationChain, including promotions
and educations of DonationChain and blockchain innovation industry.



Funds will be kept in reserve to cope with any emergency or unexpected situations.
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ROADMAP

TOKEN SALE INFO
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